NISSAN NV200
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The new NV200 van is a ‘segment breaker’
– it offers big van capabilities within a compact van footprint. It is a class leader in terms
load length, volume and low floor height and
despite its amazing load capability the driver
is not forgotten. You can enjoy a spacious
comfortable cabin with plenty of storage
and an ‘SUV style’ high driving position giving
superb visibility and easy ingress and egress.
Its good news for operators too, with a class
leading low CO2 figure of only 137g/km – the
first Nissan Puredrive commercial vehicle –
and excellent economy. No compact van
can carry so much while emitting so little.
As well as the superb load carrying capacity
of the van, the combi version offers supreme
versatility for the carriage of both cargo and
passengers. Equipped with either 5 or 7 seats
it can carry a full complement of passengers,
or the fully folding rear seats make way for a
large cargo area. Both versions belie their
large interior space with a compact exterior,
contributing to a tight turning circle and easy
parking and manoeuvrability in the most congested areas.
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OUTSTANDING CARGO CAPACITY

4.2

M3

CARGO
VOLUME

NV200 provides you with an outstanding cargo space, the biggest
in its category. NV200 has been designed to maximize cargo
space by optimizing internal dimensions. With 4.2m3 cargo volume
and 752kg payload, NV200 is ready for any unexpected jobs.

2.04M

1.50M

1.36M

4.2M3

NV200 has a load space
long enough for two full size
Euro pallets.

With more space
between the sides, wider
loads are easy too.

A low floor and high roof
means more height to
cope with bulky loads.

Class leading cargo volume
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UP TO

752kg
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COMPACT BODY WITH UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES
COMPACT, WITH BIG POSSIBILITIES

OVERALL
HEIGHT:
1.86M
OVERALL
WIDTH: 1.69M

OVERALL LENGTH: 4.4M

For everything from bread to building materials, NV200 gives you the maximum possible carrying capacity.

Intelligent design means NV200 packs remarkable
cargo space into its external dimensions. With an
overall length of 4.40m and overall width of 1.69m,
NV200 compactness will surprise you, making it
easy to manoeuvre and park in the most challenging
urban environment.
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OVERALL LENGTH
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CLEVER VERSATILE SPACE
NV200’s huge cargo space has been cleverly designed to maximize internal
dimensions and make your work easier. Interior length reaches 2.04 m and the
width between wheel arches is 1.22m so that two Euro pallets fit in easily. The
cargo floor is only 524mm from ground level, so loading NV200 is quicker and
easier. Standard floor hooks help keep your deliveries secure.
NV200 can be configured to meet your needs, with a choice of solid steel bulkhead or mesh folding bulkhead, two sliding side doors and optional rear glazing.

Space for a long ladder (with optional folding
partition).

Space for two Euro pallets.

2.8M

524mm

2 EURO PALLETS

1.22M

Space for a long ladder
(with optional folding bulkhead)

Cargo floor height

Room for a 2 Euro pallets

1.22m between wheel
arches
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2

EURO PALLETS

MM
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FLOOR HEIGHT
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OUSTANDING VERSATILITY
Look beyond NV200 Combi’s distinctive styling, and you’ll find exceptional versatility to
help you within all your activities. It offers you the most flexible moving space with almost
unlimited carrying capabilities.
It comfortably seats up to seven people. Or with five people, in two rows of seats, there’s
still 2.3m3 of luggage space. NV200 is the ideal vehicle for transporting passengers,
cargo or even both.
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3.1M3

2.3M3

7SEATS

Up to 3.1m3 cargo volume when second row
folded.

Up to 2.3m3 cargo volume with two rows 5 passengers.

More seats, more knee room, more head
room.
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2 SEATS
In two-seat configuration, NV200 Combi
can take three mountain bikes with front
wheels still attached. That’s a versatile
space.

5 SEATS
Even with five people on board, NV200
Combi can still take a large size suitcase
for each of them. That’s 2.3m 3 of load
space (2.1m3 with the optional 3rd row
folded in 7 seat versions).

7 SEATS
When its nearest rivals have run out of
luggage space, NV200 Combi can still
easily accommodate at least two large size
suitcases.
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COMFORTABLE AND ADAPTABLE
NV200 Combi gives you more space inside, while its adaptable, modular
seating creates almost unlimited configuration possibilities. Whether it’s
carrying two, five or seven passengers, NV200 Combi still has surprising
room for luggage.
Both the 2nd and optional 3rd row seats fold out of the way to leave a
clear, low floor, so it’s easy to get everyone and everything on board.

Intelligent storage spaces,
cargo hooks and the smart,
business-like cabin all create a
good impression with your
passengers, and make life
easier for you.

ADAPTABLE
SPACE

All seats fold to increase load
space.
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CITY WISE
NV200 thrives in the city. Its unique
size makes it easier to position in
traffic and to park than its competitors. Excellent visibility from the high
seating position, plus superb agility,
help you manoeuvre easily in crowded
streets.

Only available on some Combi versions

REAR VIEW CAMERA

Squeezing into small parking spaces and loading
bays is easy work with the optional rear view camera.
The dashboard display shows you a full colour view of
the area behind you, and superimposes guidelines to
help you position NV200 exactly where you want it.

The high driving position, large windscreen and door
mirrors and the location of the A-pillars have all been
carefully designed to provide optimum visibility.

SEE CLEARLY, SIT COMFORTABLY
NV200’s driving position is higher
than its rivals to help you see
further ahead, with the dashboard
instruments angled to face you, so
you can read them with just a
quick glance.

NV200’s 10.6m turning circle kerb to kerb
and compact 4.4m overall length put you
streets ahead when you’re picking your
way through congested cities.

Low floor allows easy entry and exit

10.6m
384mm
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SMART AND CONVENIENT

It’s easier to work and relax in NV200’s
smart interior. There’s a solid, quality feel to
the materials. Plus many storage spaces,
designed for the items you use every day.
For example, the passenger seatback folds
forward to create a useful flat workspace.
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NV200 has 13 different storage spaces. The centre upper tray and glovebox are ideal for paperwork. There are storage trays between the front seats
and in front of the passenger (when no passenger airbag is fitted). Holders for your drinks bottles and cans, between the seats and on the dashboard,
are within easy reach. The large door pockets will take an A4 road map. NV200 has concealed storage too, such as the drawer under the driver’s seat,
a secret compartment in the glovebox and another in the centre console.
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POWER WITH ECONOMY
NV200 is equipped with a powerful yet frugal 1.5 dCi turbo diesel producing 63kW (85PS) and 200Nm
torque, mated to a smooth 5 speed manual transmission
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The dCi engine offers excellent fuel economy, with an impressive range in everyday driving conditions, so you can also go longer between fill-ups. Low CO2
emissions enable you to reduce your ‘carbon footprint’.

SAFETY
NV200 is equipped with a number of active safety systems, including ABS with Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD), Brake
Assist which increases your braking effort, and Stability Control. A driver’s airbag and front seat belt pretensioners are standard.
Electronic Stability Protection (ESP), plus passenger and side airbags are also available
on some models.

Refer to the Technical specifcation brochure for full details
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LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP
NV200 makes good business sense. From the outset, it’s been designed to offer a low total cost of
ownership. Not only through minimal everyday running costs, but also through robust construction
and durable materials for long life and reliability.

PURE DRIVE

The Pure Drive badge is reserved for Nissan vehicles with technology that ensures the lowest CO2 emissions – including the
NV200 with 1.5 Litre diesel engine achieving up to 137g/km.

HARD TO BREAK, SIMPLER TO REPAIR

NV200 is tough, to handle the demands of hard work and to keep you well protected. Outside its rigid central structure are
effective energy absorbing zones that dissipate impact forces. Though strong, they’re also easy to repair.

KEEPING YOU INFORMED

NV200 is equipped with a multifunctional display with onboard trip computer that provides all the information
you need to help you drive economically. It shows you engine revs, average and real time fuel consumption, and
your remaining range. With the rear view camera*, the display switches to a full colour picture of what’s behind
you, the moment you select reverse gear.

GEAR CHANGE INDICATOR

When the engine reaches the ideal revs to change up, an indicator shows in
the multifunctional display the ideal timing to change gear. This helps you
drive more economically.
* Camera available on certain models only see Technical
Specification guide for details.
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COLOURS AND TRIMS

Cayman Blue / C
BW9 / M

Emotion Red / C
A32 / M

Aqua / C
FA0 / M

Grey - Dark grey
(Van only)

Starburst Silver / C, V
KL0 / M

Alabaster / C, V
QM1 / S

Twilight Grey / C, V
K51 / M

Metallic Black / C, V
GN0 / M

Flame Red / C, V
Z10 / S

Blue - Dark grey
(Combi only)

C: available Combi - V: available Van
S: SOLID - M: METALLIC
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OPTIONS

BODY VARIANTS

Van with double sliding doors

Only available on some Combi versions

Alloy wheel

Rear view camera

Van with double sliding door and rear glazing

Radio CD

Fog lamp

Combi with tailgate or with asymetric
rear doors.
Air conditioning

Some images shown with accessory wheel trims
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ACCESSORIES

01

1

3
7
4

2

6

5

1/ PLASTIC FLOOR PROTECTION. Rugged, easy to clean and with an anti-slide surface that helps keep your cargo in place.
2/ MATS. Keep the cockpit carpet clean with these rubber or textile floor mats. The floor mats feature a neatly stitched NV200 logo, are tailored to fit
precisely and include fixings so they stay in place (can be easily removed for cleaning).

3/ MULTI-PARTITION NET. This ingenious storage net can be used in four diﬀerent positions, to keep loads apart and to carry light loads up to
10kg. It’s attached by a system bar and utility hook, both available separately. Here it’s being used to create extra load space, as a roof net.

4/ MULTI-PARTITION NET. Here, attached at waist height, to hold light loads up to 10kg and also help to conceal any goods on the floor.
5/ MULTI-PARTITION NET. In this picture attached at floor level to help keep loads in place.
6/ CARGO PLASTIC PROTECTION FOR FRENCH DOOR WITHOUT WINDOW, REAR PANEL AND WHEEL
ARCH. These durable plastic panels are part of a range developed to protect virtually all the interior load space. Lighter than wood panels and slim
enough not to intrude on the load space, they’re tough, easy to clean and provide smart and very eﬀective protection.

7/ UTILITY HOOK AND SIDE RAIL. Useful accessories that fix securely to the side wall of NV200, for attaching ropes to secure cargo.

Refer to the NV200 accessories brochure for more information.
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NISSAN COMMITMENT
If your car breaks down, it’s inconvenient. If your van breaks down, it’s a serious blow to your business.
Even time allowed for servicing is downtime, when your van isn’t earning its keep. At Nissan, we
understand these hard business facts. So we do the most to ensure that your van stays where it
belongs – working for you, on the road.

7

Reliability built-in. Exacting build standards and rigorous quality control
mean that your NV200 is precision made, to uphold Nissan’s renowned reputation
for reliability.

cared for by dedicated Nissan, technicians. It will also include Pan European
Service roadside assistance 24 hours a day, seven days a week and the use of a
courtesy vehicle whenever your vehicle is in our workshops for warranty repairs.

Priority service for our LCV customers. Even though its visits
to a Nissan workshop should be rare, you still want to be sure that your NV200
benefits from expert and rapid attention. So we have established Specialised
Centres, with areas specifically devoted to Nissan LCVs. Here your NV200 will
be looked after by technicians specially trained to work on Nissan LCVs, with the
in-depth knowledge and parts stock required for fast and effective maintenance.
When you contact your Nissan Specialised Centre, we guarantee that your NV200
will receive our expert attention within 24 hours. This helps you plan routine
servicing for a time that suits your business and gives you the reassurance that any
repairs necessary will be undertaken with utmost priority.

Courtesy vehicle. A courtesy vehicle will be available for you free of
charge if your NV200 suffers a breakdown due to a warrantable defect and is still
immobilised after three hours, or if you have a Nissan Service Contract. In other
cases you can still request a courtesy vehicle at an advantageous price.

Nissan Rapid Service. A visit to the workshop is not always planned. But
if you have a NV200, there’s no need to worry. Nissan Rapid Service means that
participating dealers will take your vehicle and undertake key service items (service,
tyres, brakes, exhaust, battery and shock absorbers) without an appointment, but
always with a quoted price. These Nissan workshops have convenient opening
hours, so they’ll still be ready for your Van even after you’ve done a full day’s work.
Pan Europe Service. Buying a new NV200 automatically qualifies you
for the benefits of our Pan European 24/7, 365 day roadside assistance. Wherever
you are driving in Europe, if you have a breakdown just ring our Emergency Call
Centre. You will receive prompt roadside assistance, to help you continue your
journey straight away. If this is not possible and your vehicle is still immobilised after
a few hours, we will make sure you are provided with a courtesy vehicle as soon
as possible or if necessary, overnight accommodation and travel to your onward
destination or back to your base. We will also recover your immobilised vehicle.
Nissan Ser vice Contracts. Together, you and your Nissan
dealer can establish a Nissan Service Contract which provides Service and
Maintenance cover for the mileage and period that suits your business best.
Giving you true peace of mind, this Contract will ensure that your NV200 is
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3-YEAR WARRANTY
AND EXTENDED WARRANTY

You make commitments to your customers. And you can’t afford to let them down.
So at Nissan we do all we can to help you meet those commitments with vehicles
that will stay where you want them – on the road and on the job. The NV200 has
been engineered to achieve class leading reliability, with long service intervals and
tried and tested support services such as extended hours servicing, specialist staff,
Business Centres, and courtesy vehicles.
The NV200, like all Nissan commercial vehicles, is backed by a 3-year warranty detailed in the separate technical specificastion guide. This comprehensively covers
your new Nissan vehicle from defects in materials or workmanship.

12-YEAR ANTI-CORROSION WARRANTY,
3-YEAR PAINT WARRANTY, 12,500 MILE
SERVICE INTERVAL ON DIESEL EURO
4 VERSIONS

You and your NV200 will be out there whatever the weather. You’ll drive on all types
of surfaces. And you’ll work in some very testing places. So you need a vehicle that
can withstand everything it comes up against – again and again and again.
The NV200 is finished in electrostatic paint and features under-body stone
protection to guard against corrosion and damage. For your reassurance, the
NV200 paintwork is protected by a 3-year warranty against defects, and its body
by a 12-year anti-corrosion warranty. You’ll also be reassured to know the NV200
only needs to be serviced every 12,500 miles on diesel Euro 4 versions - giving you
more working time and less downtime.
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PRIMASTAR

INTERSTAR

NAVARA

CABSTAR

We see SHIFT_ as an invitation. To challenge whatever feels too familiar. To open your
mind to the unfamiliar. To ask the questions no one else is asking. And to find answers no
one else can. At Nissan, we do this every day. And it shapes everything we do. The result
is a line-up of vehicles that represents a pure, uncompromising shift from the ordinary.

Visit our website at:
www.nissan.co.uk

Dealer stamp:

SHIFT_ the way you move
Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (November 2009). This brochure has been produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the
company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan International reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such
modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Because of the limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the
actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan International is forbidden.

This brochure is made from chlorinefree paper – 11/2009 – Printed in EU. Part number 99999-53106
Created by CREAPRESS/BBDO France – Tel.: +33 1 41 23 40 40 and produced by E-GRAPHICS\FRANCE. France –Tel.: +33 1 49 09 25 35
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Navara

Primastar

Cabstar

SHIFT_ is an English word from a Japanese car company that best embraces our
values and the mission of this corporation. No matter where you are in the world,
SHIFT_ is the way we express who we are, how we work and what we are trying
to accomplish.
Everything we touch, we SHIFT_. And everything we SHIFT_ we try to make
better and uniquely Nissan.

NISSAN NV200 VAN

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Visit our websites at:
www.nissan.co.uk
www.nissan-lcv.co.uk

Dealer stamp:

SHIFT_the way you move

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (November 2009). Vehicle shown with accessory wheel covers. In accordance with the company’s policy of continuously
improving its products, Nissan Europe reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible.
Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan Europe is forbidden.

Part Number 99999-53107. Printed in the UK.
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NV200 GRADES
The segment breaking NV200 offers big
van capabilities within a compact van
footprint and it really has the potential
to shake up the market. It is a class
leader in terms of load length, volume
and low floor height and despite its
amazing load capability the driver is
not forgotten –a spacious comfortable
cabin with plenty of storage and an
‘SUV style’ high driving position giving
superb visibility and easy ingress and
egress.

E G R AD E
SAFETY AND SECURITY
• ABS + EBD
• Driver airbag
• Immobiliser
• Remote central locking
• Superlocking
• Shielded door locks
COMFORT AND
CONVENIENCE
• CD/FM audio with 2 speakers
• MP3 aux jack
• Manual front windows
• Steering rake adjustment
• 13 Cabin storage areas
• Fold flat passenger seat back
• Under-seat storage
• Trip computer

S E G R AD E

FEATURES ADDITIONAL TO E GRADE
CARGO AREA
• Full steel bulkhead
• Cargo floor covering
COMFORT AND
CONVENIENCE
• Front electric windows
• Electric mirrors
OPTIONS
• Metallic paint
• Air conditioning
• Versatility pack
Folding mesh bulkhead used
in conjunction with the folding
passenger seat
• Rear glazed doors with wash wipe
• Safety pack with air conditioner,
ESP, passenger and side airbags

CARGO AREA
• 1/3 Tubular bulkhead
• Twin rear loading doors
• Twin sliding side doors
STYLING
• Black bumpers & mirrors
OPTIONS
• Metallic paint
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NV200
Body

VAN

Grade

E

Body
SE

Engine

K9K 85 1.5 dCi

Seats

2

ENGINE

VAN

Grade

E
K9K 85 1.5 dCi

Seats

2

WEIGHTS

No. of Cylinders

4

Gross Vehicle Weight

Valves per Cylinder

2

Kerb Weight

Engine Capacity

cm3

1461

Maximum Payload

Bore x Stroke

mm

76.0 x 80.5

Gross Axle Weight

hp

85 (63kw)

rpm

3750

Maximum Engine Power
Maximum Torque

SE

Engine

Kg
Min

Max. Trailer Cap.

2000

Kg

1248

Kg

752

1269
731

Front

Kg

951

951

Rear

Kg

1049

Breaked

Kg

1100

Unbreaked

Kg

640
4400

1049

Nm

200

rpm

2000

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

Compression Ratio

18.8

Length

mm

Fuel Type

diesel

Width with mirrors

mm

2011

commonrail direct injection

Width w/o mirrors

mm

1695

Height

mm

1860

mm

2725

Fuel Supply
Battery 12v

Ah

Alternator

Amps

62
110

110/150*

* with air conditioner

(Unladen)

Wheelbase
Overhang

DRIVE TRAIN
Clutch type
Gearbox * Speed (Km/h) per 1000 rpm

Dry plate, mechanical
Type

No. Speeds
Gearbox performances

Track

5 Speed Manual
5

Front

mm

835

Rear

mm

840

Front

mm

1490

Rear

mm

1510

mm

158

Ground Clearance (unladen)

1st*

3727

LUGGAGE / CARGO AREA DIMENSIONS

2nd*

2048

Maximum Length

mm

2040

3rd*

1321

Maximum Width

mm

1500

4th*

0.971

Maximum Height

mm

1358

5th*

0.738

Minimum Width between the Wheelarches

mm

1220

Rev

3.545

Load Platform Height

mm

524

Final drive ratio

3.867

Cargo Volume (Max Cube)

Driven Wheels

Front

Side Door

Strut

Back Door

* Speed (Km/h) per 1000 rpm

(Unladen)

CHASSIS
Suspension

Front
Rear

Steering
Breaking System (option)

Disc front, drum rear, ABS, EBD and brake assist

Wheel Size
Tyre Size

Leaf rigid
Electric Power assisted rack & pinion
14×5.5J

4.2

Width

mm

693

Height

mm

1171

Width

mm

1262

Height

mm

1228

FUEL TANK
Fuel tank capacity

l.

55

FUEL CONSUMPTION & EMISSIONS

Std

175/70R14C Offset 45 P.C.D 114.3×4H Steel Wheel

Fuel Consumption

Urban Cycle

l/100 Km / MPG

Optional

175/70R14C Offset 45 P.C.D 114.3×4H Alloy Wheel

EEC 00/100

Extra-Urban

l/100 Km / MPG

4.9 / 57.6

Combined

l/100 Km / MPG

5.2 / 54.3

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed

Mph

Min. Turning Circle (Wall to Wall)

m

11.1

Min. Turning Circle (Kerb to Kerb)

m

10.6
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m3

98

CO2 mas Emission (Combined)

g/Km.

5.7 / 49.6

137

* According Directive 80/1268/CEE CEE; Last amendment 2004/3/CE
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